64TH WILDLIFE WEEK CELEBRATION

64th Wildlife Week was celebrated at Nandankanan Zoological Park on 6th October, 2018 in the presence of Sri P.N. Padhi, IFS (Rtd), Dr H.S. Upadhyay, IFS, Director Nandankanan Biological Park, Sri Jayant Kumar Das, OFS - (SB), Deputy Director, Nandankanan Zoological Park, Sri K.L. Purohit, OFS - (SB), DCF, Nandankanan Biological Park, Mr Michel Peter WWF State Coordinator and Sri Sushant Das Joint Secretary, NWCSO.

An interactive quiz programme on “Wildlife” was conducted amongst the school children by Sri Amulya Kumar Parida ACF (VM), Milan kumar Panda, Education Officer and Rajesh Kumar Mohapatra, Biologist. 55 students from 9 schools are participated in the quiz competition. Prizes were distributed to 20 students which are highly appreciated by participants. The quiz competition was organized by Nandankanan and NWCSO. A meeting convened to distribute prizes to the winners of Sit and Draw competition which was organized previously. Finally the vote of thanks was given by Sri Amulya Kumar Parida, OFS-(JB), ACF- Visitor Management, Nandankanan Zoological Park.

Finally, a signature campaign programme was done near Interpretion centre of Nandankanan Zoological Park to raise awareness amongst the people.
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